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INTERNET METADATA SURVEILLANCE
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stltoday.comarstechnica.com

COOKIE-BASED IDENTIFIERS
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cnn.comnytimes.com

Same tracking identifier transmitted in the clear by multiple websites



HTTPS AND 3RD PARTY DEPENDENCIES
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Progress!



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

To what extent are cookie-based identifiers 
actually encrypted in transit? 
Does this differ across different Alexa categories? 

Does the level of HTTPS support a website offers affect the number and 
security of transmitted identifiers?
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TLS ADOPTION OVER TIME
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Longitudinal data from Zmap dumps: https://scans.io/study/umich-https

TLS Handshake  
Success Rate

https://scans.io/study/umich-https


PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION
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Alexa Web  
Information Service

Categorized URL List

Selenium Chrome Engine

mitmproxy

Load each URL

Get top 500 sites 
per category

HTTP(S) Requests
Intercept (and decrypt) 
each HTTP(S) Request 
initiated by loaded URL

Request Headers
Parse and save 
headers for analysis 
Run tests

Results db
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FLAGGING IDENTIFIER COOKIES

key matches id 

key matches pref 

key matches regexes: 

.*id$

ident

uuid

user

_id

fingerprint
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value matches regexes: 

.*id$

ident

uuid

user

_id

fingerprint

id=

[0-9a-f]{8}-[0-9a-f]{4}-[1-5][0-9a-
f]{3}-[89ab][0-9a-f]{3}-[0-9a-f]
{12}



HTTPS IN PRACTICE

No HTTPS 

HTTPS downgrade 

HTTPS support 

HTTPS by default
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OR



CATEGORIZING PRACTICAL HTTPS SUPPORT
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Run this test on 5 
random paths for 
each hostname 
and reconcile 
results.



HTTPS SUPPORT IN PRACTICE BY CATEGORY
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Number of websites



FIRST AND THIRD PARTY HTTPS
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Websites that downgrade HTTPS connections  
communicate with the most third parties. (14.8 avg)

31.4% of identifier transmissions to top ad trackers that 
support HTTPS were secured. This leaves 68.6%, or 9414 
transmissions that could have been secured.

Website’s HTTPS practice by % of third party comms secured 
No HTTPS: 68% 
HTTPS Downgrade: 64% 
HTTPS Support: 61% 
HTTPS by Default: 93%



DISCUSSION
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b.scorecardresearch.com is the only top tracker that  
does not support HTTPS. Unique ID sent insecurely from 
1772 different websites.

Given that 9/10 top trackers support HTTPS, it shouldn’t 
be difficult for news and other sites to turn on TLS for 
those trackers for a big privacy benefit.

News websites only encrypt identifier transmissions 23% 
of the time, leaving their reader’s habits vulnerable to 
surveillance.

http://b.scorecardresearch.com


LIMITATIONS

Single user-agent (Selenium Chrome 
webdriver) 

Single network vantage point 

Single page load 

HTTPS in practice test error rate of 6% 

Identifier cookie test doesn’t check for 
base64 or other obfuscation 

UMich data only has one cert per IP address
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CONCLUSIONS

Not much has changed in terms of 
overall TLS adoptions post-Snowden. 

Many websites can simply switch on 
major ad tracker security to better 
protect their users’ privacy. 

We plan to re-run tests every 6 months 
to assess changes in ecosystem. 
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